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Four preset Equalizer modes
Switch between four EQ preset modes (Monitor, Dynamic, Classical and Vocal) with the touch of a button. These four sound modes are
designed to emphasize distinctive tones in different genres of music and sound.
 
Something for audiophiles
In  order  to  construct  such  advanced  equipment,  the  engineers  used  elements  that  were  previously  used  in  equipment  dedicated  to
audiophiles. Thanks to that, they gain additional sound quality, no matter what volume you set it at.
 
State-of-the-art connectivity
The speakers are equipped with Bluetooth 5.0, the latest version of Bluetooth today. It supports aptX HD. This allows you to stream your
music wirelessly without any interference and with exceptional quality.
 
Multiple connection methods
The rear panel features optical, digital coaxial and two stereo RCA inputs, allowing you to connect several devices at once, including your
TV, cable/satellite box, Blu-ray player and more. The digital input supports sampling rate of 24bit/192kHz. Get quality sound from any of
your devices.
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Four preset Equalizer modes
Switch between four EQ preset modes (Monitor, Dynamic, Classical and Vocal) with the touch of a button. These four sound modes are
designed to emphasize distinctive tones in different genres of music and sound.
 
Individually adjustable treble, bass, and volume
Treble, bass and volume are individually adjustable. 50 levels of master volume control and smart start volume help protect both your
hearing and the speakers from damage. The speaker cabinet is made of wood veneer, while the knobs are made of metal.
 
Total power
130 Wat
Power output
RMS 15W×2 (tweeter unit) + 50W×2 (mid-range bass unit)
SNR
≥ 90dBA
Frequency response
45Hz-40kHz
Input levels
Line1: 800 ± 50mV | Line2: 600 ± 50mV OPT: 350mFFs ± 50mFFs, COX: 350 mFFs ± 50 mFFs,
BT
450mFFs ± 50mFFs
Audio input
Line1 Line2, Bluetooth, Optical, Coaxial
Control
Remote controller + knob
Bass unit
5,5 inches (148mm)
Dimensions
198mm x 276mm x 342mm (L x W x H)
Weight
About 20kg
Resistance
Tweeter：4Ω;
Woofer：4Ω

Preço:

€ 549.00

Audio, Colunas Bluetooth
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